Right Hon. Austen Chamberlain, M.P.
dates, or of the third who was to receive the palm. But in the self-abnegation of the subject of this "paper, who, but for his own scruple, must have grasped the prize, there were prefigured the years of self-surrender which were to follow.
He was not lacking in courage. If that was not clearly realised then, a long series of subsequent events have proved it. But he was not willing for the sake of his own ambition to run the risk of internecine strife within the party. He was, and always has been, a party man, believing that in the association together of men with common aims lies the only chance of stable government. He saw that in the unity of the Unionist Party was the best hope of a return to sound administration and of the avoidance of class warfare. And he gave up without a murmur the immediate prize of the leadership of the party, and, as it then«seemed, the ultimate crown of the Premiership %of England.
Thus when, after the long sojourn in the wilderness,   the  Unionist   Party  returned  to  share  with the Liberals in the responsibility of office and government  in  war-time,   Mr.  Austen  Chamberlain  came back not, as he should have done, the chief of the new recruits, but as Secretary of State for India, a thankless   post,   offering   in   the   circumstances   of the time no outlet for ambition, and grave risk of personal   discredit.    The  risk  matured.    It   is   not unusual for Ministers   to   be thrown overboard to lighten the ship, less usual for the victims to assure the  crew  that   they  enjoy  the   process,   but  very unusual  indeed for  a Minister to jump  overboard on  what  Mr.  George  Meredith  would  have  called " a dam punctilio."    This was  the  course  pursued
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